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Right: Not all
students in the
Friday afternoon
fencing class are
part of the
master’s
program,such as
Harry Dill, left,
who lunges at
Margaret
Dickerson during
fencing class
Below: Provost

Margaret
Dickerson,
receiving a hit
during class, is
currently working
on becoming the
first female to
reach the
Maestro level at
San Jose State
University.

SJSU ’stuck in the
Dark Ages,’critic says
By Catherine Spencer
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The race to acquire and use the latest cutting-edge
technology in time for the 21st century has begun at
many universities around the country.
As a part of this contest, San Jose State University
officals report that they are committed to finishing
strong in the home stretch. However, critics are questioning whether this is possible.
Many or the same critics are wondering whether
,.iti even ACCUMUlate enough resources to stay
,ittitetittye in this race. Does SJSU have a chance at
,t, it,ty considering the present State of technology on
toyits?
’‘,1SU has been stuck in the Dark Ages when it
to computer technology and telecommunications," said Alan Levinthal, a technician who runs the
labs in the social sciences.
Anthropology major Andrew Purluss said,1 usually
tome to tire lab just twice a month to do all my homework. ’Elie labs just don’t have an adequate number of
computers. I don’t like to use them very often because
I), ire too full:"
There are three open computer labs on campus
located in Clark library, Business Tower and
Washington Square I fall. Collectively, the labs contain
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Masters of the
blade hone skills
Bringing Italian school offencing to SJSU
By Ivan Bergman
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Every Friday a select group of fencers spend hours
practicing its skills: the thrust, the parry and the
riposte.
These flusters of the blade perpetually hone their
Abilities to bet mie the best with their chosen weapons:
the thrusting Ind, the slashing sabre or the gentleman’s
epee.
’Mere is about
dozen of these martial artists,
many of whom have spent years perfecting their art.
’Me head instructor for the class is Master of Arms
William M Gaugler, who started San Jose State
University’s fencing program 17 years ago.
Maestri) Ganglet has studied under sonic. of the
world’s greatest Italian fencers and I ic t redennals
Come from the prestigious It,tli.t is sly* of tenting.
Gatigler imported Oho style of le, mg to the United

V

States and is proud that his elms is run in ilk
style as the great turn-of-the-cemury Italian scIii
"The only way we can produce fencers who iii
compete with the European fencers is to train tit, it iii
the same manner," GAugler said.
His hook, "Fencing Everyone," is the most widely
used fencing text in the world :Ind is printed in toms
tries including England, Germany and Italy
Gaugler, while having the most experient e. is not
the only qualified instructor in the dass There is
number of others who train and lea Ii in the prort.im
Two others in the program, besides ( ,augler liavi
readied the Maestro rank the highest ill lint iv
Three others !hive reached the second highest rank ol
fencing, whit hi is titled Provost.
One of these, Provost Margaret 1)1, kerson, hegait
fencing in NM. She attained the rank of Provost iii
the
1991, and will soon be ’Acing the rest to
See Fencing, page 6

See Technology, page 6
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Noted venture capitalist says California
needs to improve the quality of as schools
By Melanie Balangue
Spartan lkaly Staff W, i,,,
\illtssrriuist
1)0(11-, 011c o1 Sill,
ci itttssiul pip It, spoke to ’,1St ; students,
faculty and skiff meniltets at the Mortis
.11iiirsdrs
Dailey And
()ne of the most pertinent issues which
Doerr raised (hiring the meeting tots erned
education. DOCrt is.111 nih,Iiiipoticr of
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mid the stale of etilit ion in Ainerica.
n personally limit. concerned with
,tate of edin anon in America,- f)oerr
said "I think that the ’Net can play A role,
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not so much into turning dassrimins into
libraries, hut hopefully connecting Ur par
tilts And kids. Thai seems to be what nukes
elementary education work.
"It’s really sad that 40 percent of
America’s 8 -year - olds can’t read. And when
they can’t read, they are lost forever"
Doerr said lie also believes that
California high schools have failed the
..ilthirma educational systent as well as its
siiiilinis.
If yolir graduating from A CAliforniA
high school and going into the California
colleges, the odds are volt have RI lake
remedial algebra 2.6 times in A triailistrearn
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SJSU sluggers
host the Spartan
Classic at
Memorial Stadium
this weekend
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After a sour
note, SJSU
Choraliers
director Julie
Ford, continues
the rehearsal until
it’s perfect. The
Choraliers will
perform at the
Mission City
United Methodist
Church in Santa
Clara Sunday at
7:30 p.m.
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"It’s really sad
that 40
percent of
America’s
8-year-olds
can’t read."
-- John Duerr,
venture capitalist
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attend meeting on training
fly Sean Coffey
Spartan Daily Ntaff Writer
Fily,lish teachers from Bulgaria, Chad, China and
[stoma were on campus for a conference held by the
Studies of American language department Wednesday.
Represent.IIIVCS from 20 countries were in attendance.
The teachers, with a few administrators, Attended
the
e to learn how schools like San Jose State
11111,1,11y help foreign students.
"They wanted to know what international student
services we have and what a U.S. university is like, and
how we train tea, hers ()I’ English as it second language,"
said (:a nil I ),is 1, assistant director of SAL.
Qasi spoke ii uuuii i SIM l’s progr.im for foreign students who do not speak higlish as their primary language, and explained details of how many hours a week
SAL students spent on different language skills and how
easily they can interact with American students. After
the 1.01111.1TIlte, V1111011 were taken around campus to
yedi SA I t lasses in session.
HI dunk they were very impressed with everything
See ESL, page 3

Chorus hosts
Slovenians
By Terri K. Milner
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
’IF he award -win n ng San lose State University
Choraliers are not accustomed to taking second place, but
when they do, they know how to handle it: they invite their
competitors to perform with them.
I he Choraliers placed behind Ave, a choral group from
Ljubljana, Slovenia, in the primary of the Concorso
Internazionalc Choral Competition in Gorizia, Italy last
year.
’I hen, they were competing; now, they are teaming up.
Ave and the 1995-1996 SJSU Choraliers, in a reunion
performance, will be raising their voices in song Sunday,
See Chorallars, page 6
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The U.S. should pay its debt to the United Nations
Annan, the new secretary-general
Kill
of the United Nations, has been on
he job for seven weeks and already
the United States is on his case.
Although President Clinton appealed for
payment of America’s $1.6 billion debt to
the U.N. in his State of the Union Address,
congressional adversaries insist Annan must
work faster in pursuing their prescriptions for
reform before any money is disbursed.
Congressional foes, led by Senate Foreign
Relations Committee Chair Jesse Helms, (RN.C.), arc demanding a fifty percent reduction in U.N. staff and a consolidation of
many of its programs.
Helms insists the U.N. must streamline
its budget and is calling for a sizable cut in

U.S. contributions to the organization.
Now that the Cold War has ended, the
ideological conflict that discouraged the
U.N. from dispatching peacemaking forces
and development resources to countries
within the communist bloc has been tempered. Annan agrees that the U.N. needs
some restructuring to meet the world’s
changing needs, but his concept of reform
differs from the demands ordered by a slight
majority in Congress. Rather than wiping
out jobs and razing programs, Annan envisions redeploying resources to extend U.N.
activities such as disease and drug control
to nations that have long sought assistance.
Annan also wants to enhance the organi-

Guest Editorial
zation’s role in helping to end regional conflicts, eliminate land mines and control biological weapons.
Despite congressional criticism over the
slowness of tackling bureaucratic inefficiency
at the U.N., the American public, by a two to
one margin, supports the secretary-general’s
request for repayment of the United States’
debt. Most Americans also support Clinton’s
call for providing additional resources to
expand the U.N.’s peacekeeping role. A vast
majority of citizens oppose demands for
across-the-board cuts of the organization’s
staff and programs. Clinton must take advan-

tage of the public sentiment to energize a
more forceful campaign to convince
Congress to pay the debt.
Helm’s insistence that payments on the
loan be tied to congressional requirements
for reform is embarrassing. The United
States is just one of 185 members of the
organization. Many of our partner nations
resent the audacity of congressional demands
essentially requiring the cessation of U.N.
programs and activities. Most agree with
Annan that the cost-effectiveness of the organization should not be its top priority or the
principle measure of its success.
The president cannot let Helms and his
congressional supporters win this important
battle. Congressional conditions that target

Using car, cell phone
while driving creates
more car accidents
caving in and out of traffic, the car moves as
slow as a ladybug. Blocking all the cars, the
Mercedes ignores all the screeching horns. It is
an accident waiting to happen.
Is this the cause of a drunken driver? No, it is the
result of using a hand-held car phone, a very dangerous
and annoying habit.
The risk of driving in heavy traffic is 4.3 times higher
than those who don’t use the phone, according to a
University of Toronto study.
In 1996, a study of 200
New York motorists found that
those using a car phone for
only 50 minutes a month were
five times more likely to have
an accident.
These are about the same
odds as driving under the influence.
Car phones are wreaking
WRITER’S FORUM
havoc on commuters. How
By Deanna
many times have you come
Zemke
across drivers on the phone
and wish they would pay
attention to the road and
speed up so that you get to work?
It is people like them that cause others to buy car
phones so that they can call in late to work because the
people talking on the car phones are slowing traffic.
Forty-two million people in the country use cellular
and car phones. This is expected to increase to 73 million
by the year 2000, according to Advertising Age. This can
only raise the risk of automobile collisions.
Even "hands-free" cell phones, which let drivers talk
into the phone like a speaker, are found not to be any
safer than hand-held ones, the Toronto study found.
People should not be using cellular phones while they
are driving. Car phones should only be used for emer
gencies.
These would include calling for help in case of an
accident, a dangerous situation or if the car breaks down.
It is also useful for calling in late to your future destination. Only passengers should make social calls.
If it is necessary to talk to someone on the phone, the
person should pull over. There are too many people who
decide to have an argument or a business conference on
the phone while driving.
It is impossible to concentrate on two things at the
same time, even if the car is almost stationary in bumper to bumper traffic. It is like patting your head and rubbing your stomach at the same time.
( :ar phone users’ driving could further cause accidents
by aggravating other drivers. Inflamed tempers could lead
to irrational acts of violence.
Driving under emotional stress or when tired can lead
to accidents, so phone Use at the same time can only
increase colhoon numbers.
Talking on the phone and driving is no better than
driving while reading the newspaper, drinking coffee or
applying make-up.
This new wave of technology is more a hazard than a
benefit People need to realize that car phone use should
be used minimally and reserved for emergency purposes
only. We don’t need more ammunition to increase the
already high ;umber of car accidents.
Deanna Zemlee is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

the destruction of many U.N. activities are
unacceptable. Clinton must assure Annan
that the United States will support efforts to
recast the organization’s role for dealing with
regional warfare, world poverty and hunger.
Repayment of the debt is not optional. It is
part of the responsibility the United States
accepted when it signed the U.N. charter in
1945. The selfish priorities of American
politicians cannot be permitted to obstruct
international endeavors to cultivate peace
and healthy living standards for people
throughout the world.
This guest editorial appears courtesy of the
Minnesota Daily from the University of
Minnesota via U-Wire.

Common courtesy:
no longer practiced
in today’s society

Lack of sensitivity stops the press
"press freedom." Newspapers continue
"For Members Only
When
to ignore concerns about biased and
brought Sister Souljah to
Guest
olumnist
C
slanted coverage
legitimate enough
speak on campus about black
for them to confiscate newspapers.
empowerment Last October, The Daily
Stealing newspapers is intended as a
Northwestern was ready for a big story.
wake-up caJI
a statement to the camThree years before, when Souljah
pus media that they need to look beyond
spoke at NU, her speech was peppered
their white perspectives.
with anti-Semitic remarks which, to the
Tensions arise from small errors, says Sanders. Last
delight of The Daily, provided weeks of fodder for the
editorial page. But this time, FM() was also ready for April, The Daily Northwestern ran a story about guest
lecturer Leonard Jeffries and misidentified him as a
The Daily: They refused to let reporters in.
When a Daily reporter managed to sneak around the leader of the Nation of Islam. Jeffries is neither a leader
FMO "security" check -in, he was then spotted with a of the Nation of Islam nor a Muslim.
"That’s when it goes beyond a mistake," Sanders said.
notebook and escorted out of the lecture room by a
These subconscious mistakes create a negative inriage of
University Police officer.
The reporter argued that he had a right to Ire there, black students, he said. A goof-up for the newspaper is a
since he paid a student-activities fee that in turn paid for racist assertion for others. Factual errors are inexcusable,
the speaker. After officers argued The Daily was irre- and ramifications can be severe. The editors at the mainsponsible in its coverage of black students and had lost stream campus paper don’t see they are doing anything
their privilege of covering the event, the officer decided wrong, says Rasool Berry, a Penn sophomore and secreto allow the reporter to cover the speech. FM() tary of the Black Student League.
If newspapers are serious about alleviating tension,
Coordinator Jimmie Sanders received an ovation when
he told the mostly black audience, the incident was they need to put all their effort into diversifying their
stair and sensitivity training, says Karen Hawkins and
another example of "white supremacism."
This attempt to ban the media follows a trend editor of the Daily Illini at the University of Illinois in
between college newspapers and minority student groups Champaign -Urbana.
Jayson Blair, an African American editor- in -chief of
across the country: At the University of California at
Berkeley, 23,000 copie.s of the Daily Californian were the Diamondback at the University of Maryland, said
stolen by the Students Committed to the Preservation of the tension can be overcome by understanding another
culture’s perspective, or "sensitivity."
Affirmative Action by Whatever Means Necessary.
The problems between black students and newspapers
At the University of Kentucky in Lexington last April,
students stole 11,000 copies of the Kentucky Kernel is not a malicious conspiracy, hut more ignorance
because of racial coverage. At Salem State College in mistakes made out of carelessness. The paper sat down
Salem. Mass., black students stole 1500 papers in with minority groups to assess their coverage for percepFebruary 1995 after the paper ran a story about black tion problems. Front-page feature photos consistently
showed "white, good-looking sorority girls," Blair said.
students arrested at a campers dance.
The word has spread among black student groups that "That frustrated the hell out of me. It’s something small
their campus media is against them, and a way to defend like that.:
themselves is to c-onfiscate newspapers, says Mark
Tht) pest column appears courtesy fast Dasly
Goodman, director of the SPIC.
Northwestern from Northwestern University via II-Wire.
To the newspapers, this is 2 clear-cut, black and white
issue: Newspapers cannot be stolen, die press cannot be Frio Stern LI the Forum editor of The Daily Northwestern,
Shane Imou’ column will appear next Friday.
stopped or banned. But to black students, this is a clearcut, black versus white issue: The mostly white campus
media are hiding their lack of responsibility behind

Eric Stern

people are rude. From driving like maniacs to the
simple task of smiling to a stranger, it seems that
everyone has forgotten how to be nice or at
least civil.
Take driving, for instance. Everyone has experienced
some annoying driver getting right on the bumper of
their car in order to make you speed up.
There are a few reasons for this: One, you’re hogging
the road and need to get over, which can be equally
aggravating. And two, it doesn’t dawn on the person behind
you that maybe you can’t go
any faster because someone else
is in front of you.
They fail to realize that if
you slam on your brakes, a
major collision will occur and
make them even more late for
what they were hurrying for in
WRITER’S FORUM
the first place.
By Ronda
Of course, there is always
Sluder
the oblivious driver that cuts
other cars off left and right.
Just because they put their
blinker on, I guess they figure everyone else better look
out.
Need I mention parking? No doubt all of you who
have had the pleasure of hunting for spaces in the
garages, have experienced pure frustration and indignation when another car aces you out of a parking place.
The same goes for any other frenzied parking hunt, like
at the mall when there’s a White Flower Day Sale.
When people aren’t driving around releasing their
hostility on other drivers, they apply these same attitudes to everyday interactions.
Hardly anyone, it seems, can take the time to smile
at a passer-by, make friendly conversation in a line, or
offer assistance in, say, holding a door.
Why do people do that? Is it because they’re rich and
snooty and wouldn’t dare lower themselves to an ordinary person’s level? Or maybe, they have forgotten all
rules of common courtesy, which used to come naturally to people.
The real reason may never be answered, but from
where I stand, people in general have gotten so used to
being rude and receiving the same treatment from others, they feel the need to look out for numero uno
kind of like Survival of the Fittest.
In addition, because we live in such a high-tech area,
most people get too stressed out over their jobs and as a
result, take it out on strangers.
Every one is guilty, including me, of getting so
caught up in the daily chores of life that we have forgotten the little things, such as saying hello to someone,
do matter.
Not only does this type of attitude better the spirit of
humanity, but it releases stress and allows you to stop
and focus on something separate from your life if
only for a minute.
So the nest time you’re driving or interacting with
strangers, remember that everyone has their frustrations
and problems to deal with.
With this in mind, make it a point to rise to the challenge and extend some form of politeness first. You’d be
surprised at how many people would respond favorably
to a friendly face.
Ronda Sluder is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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Continuing to promote
equality, justice for
women and minorities

Letters to the Editor
fitting in our special interests
around our class schedule can be.
The committe did a great job
orchestrating a
wonderful
evening.
And it’s not over yet! I encourage students and faculty to check
out the panels and workshops
continuing through Friday at the
Student Union.

n
I tic,,lav, I at(ended
the keynote event of the
Women ’s
Resource
Center and Women Studies
weeklong "Celebrating Unsung
Heroines." Dr. Bettina Apthckar
spoke about the history and
future of women’s studies.
She noted the contribution
I eeAnn Thompson
women have made to society and
Journalism
the necessity of continued
activism to promote equality and Pit
bulls should not
Justice for women and minorities.
More than ISO women, their be characterized as
friends and family gathered to being a vicious breed
honor special women from a
multitude of professions. These
in agreement with Dennis
women were called "unsung Iam
Knight when he writes, "If
heroines" and were honored for
the dog attacks another dog
everything from activism in or a person, the dog should be
women’s causes to ’Icing a fine killed."
and loving mother. It was a heartAs the owner of a pit bull that
warming and inspiring event.
lets the neighborhood kids pull
honor
the
I would like to
her tail and blow in her ears withhard-working members of the out evens growl, I take issue with
by
planning committee, headed
his characterization of an entire
Katherine Bock and Elizabeth breed of dog (pit bull) as dogs
Tirado. We all know how hard that have been "bred to kill and

a

light."
’technically, there are two
strains of pit bulls: the American
lilt Bull ’terrier and the American
Staffordshire. Because neither
were bred for conformation, they
look nearly identical.
However, the American
Staffordshire is a wonderful pet
with a generally calm demeanor.
Maui, if breeds are characterized as
vicious by their attacks on
humans,
Cocker
Spaniels,
German
Shepherds
and
Rotweillers would be considered
more vicious since these are the
breeds that deliver the most bites.
Professor Carol Christensen
Human Performance

... the American
Staffordshire is a
wonderful pet
with a generally
calm demeanor.
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Muslim student holds a
Jum’ah meeting

The Muslim Students’ Association will hold its
Jum’ah meeting today in the Almaden Room of the
Student Union from I p.m. to 2 p.m. Interested students can call (408) 305-20811 fig more information.

Go retro with Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi will be hosting a Fillies Sock-hop from
7 p.m. to 9 p.m. today. l’he informal social will be
held at the Alpha Phi fraternity house at 210 South
10th Street. Interested students can call 885-1974
for more information.

Enjoy a lunchtime lecture on
family values
I in, 11,gstiorn will speak about "Focusing

on
I amity Values" today at 12:30 p.m. at 66 South 7th
Street. ’Fhe event, organized by the Latter Day Saints
Students Association, is open to the public.

Learn more about the Bible

I be Chinese ( atimus I ellowslup will host a Bible
study today at 2:30 p.m. in the Pacheo Room of the
Student Union.

Be a part of the solution
The Women’s Resource Center is sponsoring a
discussion on racism, sexism, and classism in Room
217 of the Administration Building from 1:30 p.m.

to 3 p.m. today. The goal of the meeting is "to dispel myths and stereotypes through active discussion." For more information call the Women’s
Resource Center at 924-6500.

General Therapy Group holds
Its first meeting

Wiggsy Sivertsen will lead a general therapy
group today from 3 p.m. 10 4:30 p.m. in Room 201
of the Administration Building. The events is sponsored by SJSU Counseling Services. Only students
who have been referred by a counselor from counseling services are eligible to participate in the group.
Class size is limited. Interested students can call 9245940 for more information.

Attend a gay, lesbian, bisexual
support group

SJSU Counseling Services will sponsor a gay, lesbian, hi-sexual student support group from 3 p.m. to
4 p.m. today. The group will be led by Jill Steinberg
and Terri Thames. Interested students should report
to room 201 of the Administration building. Call
924-5910 for more information.

"Stinkin’ Badges" and the sweet
smell of success

I he I beam Arts Department presents "I 1)on’t
Have to Show You No Stinkin’ Badges", a play by
Luis Valdez. "Badges" is playing in I lal Todd Studio

Junior biology
major Stacy
Sexton reaches
for crystal healing
stones at the
Annual Women’s
Craft Fair which
wraps up today in
the Student Union.
A workshop on
homeopathy will
take place at 10
a.m. along with a
self-defense workshop at 12:30
p.m. in the
Student Union in
celebration of
Women’s Week.

’Fheatre in Hugh Gillis Hall. On Friday, there will
be an afternoon and evening performances at 1 p.m.
and 7 p.m., respectively. There will be a single
evening performance on Saturday. Admission to the
play is $6 for students and 510 for the public, for
ticket information call (408) 924-4555.

Illustration holds gallery show

Die Illustration (II ub will display art work in
Gallery 3 of the Art Building today.

Meteorology, more than just
hot air.

I he Department of Meteorology will sponsor a
lecture by Dr. Cliff Mass today at 1:30 p.m. Duncan
Hall 614. Mass, a professor in the Atmospheric
Sciences Der lumen( at the University of
Washington is scheduled to speak as a part of a continuing seminar series. Interested students can call
924-5200 for more infinmation.

More Musical Moments
The Sll of Music and Dance

presents "A
Classical I is it: Clarinet and Piano" as part of its
"Musical Moments" series. The concert will feature
Willson Osborne on piano and JoAnn Swing on
clarinet. The performance will be held in the
Concert Hall of the Music Building from 2 p.m. to
2:45 p.m. today. For more information call 9244631.

Don’t know the difference between an 19 and a
W2? Come to Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
Program. Accounting students will help prepare federal and state income tax returns for free. All returns
arc checked for accuracy by volunteer Certified
l’ublic Accountants (CPAs). This free program will
be offered from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. in Room 309 o’
the Business Classroom Building every Saturday
through April 12.

Come night swimming with the
scuba club

The Scuba Club will hold a night dive 4 p.m.
Sunday at Monastery Beach. Interested students
should call (408) 924-7810 for more information.

Come to Sunday mass

I he Catholic I. lainpus Ministry will hold Sunday
tnass at 8 p.m. at St. Joseph Cathedral. St. Joseph is
located at the corner of Market and San Fernando
Streets. Interested students can call (408) 938-1610
for more information.
Compiled by Devitt Fehely
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Captain Kangaroo Returns

ESL

PHOTO BY
DAVE LUCHANEKY
Spartan Daily

Accounting students offer free
tax help

continued from page 1
they got to sec, especially the classroom visits," said assistant professor
Karen O’Neill,
who also attended
LOCATIONS:
the conference. "They were very
interested in the methodology we
use here."
Qasi thought the conference! was
a positive experience. "I can tell you
they’re in love with SJSU," said
Qasi, who mentioned the computer
labs as a particular source of attention for the visitors. "They thought
it was incredible."
O’Neill said she hopes the conference and others like it will return.
"I hope we can do it again in the
future, possibly in other fields. It’s a
great way for San Jose to build international connections."

1AMPA, Ha. (Al’) Captain
Kangaroo is being called back to
duty, and hundreds have lined up for
the commission.
"I’m sure I did OK," said Patrick
Doyle, 45, an actor in bug-spray
commercials who was vying for the
job Wednesday. "But it really doesn’t
matter if you do somersaults. You’ve
got to have the look they want."
The producers of the "Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers" and
Anheuser-Busch have teamed up to
revive the popular kids show, which
ran on CBS from 1955 to 1984, then
carried on PBS until 1993.
This time, the Captain will be
aimed at the 2- to 7-year-old children of the baby boomers who
watched the original show.
"I was born and raised on Captain
Kangaroo,- said Captain hopeful
Steven Fioren/a, who produces a

local children’s educational IV
show.
Producers plan 26 half-hour
episodes for the first season, starting
in September. Some of the new series
will be filmed at Busch Gardens
theme park, where the tryouts were
held.
Bob Kceshan, 69, who made
famous the original kindly, mustachioed seafarer, will not be associated
with the show. He said through a
spokesman he would not take part in
a production that does not allow him
to have artistic control.
Still, producers are negotiating to
bring him on board, said Barry
Stagg, spokesman for Saban
Entertainment, the company that
owns the rights to the show.

sity officials have employed several
strategic% to raise capital and imptove
the level of technology.
S8.8
million
An
I elecommunicat ions Protect. funded
by a tighter eilus al ton Icons’ measure,
his heel! aWarilcil to the university by
( aliforma vote:, iir ;\ Ludt
.ffia
is c,., red , be 1... lied in die HIMIncr. ( If the 59 buildings on campus,
the protect will provide 25 buildings
(integral to computing) with access to
the Internet and e-mail.
The university will also spend
$250,000 on new equipment and

software to improve the help desk on
the university s phone system and
$500,000 for improvements to the
system through a separate CSU technology initiative.
"Progress should be apparent by
the next budgetary period in July
when kinds should be allocated
specifically for technology," litter
said,
utu re developmen us and strategic
plans for resources on sampus have
been assigned to litter. He has
formed a 14 -member committee,
which includes faculty, administra

tion and students. The committee
will outline procedures and map out
the technological direction of tomorrow for SJSU.

Technology
In addition to the limited access to
continued from page 1
computers. SJSU faces another chalapproximately 150 computers to lenge: improving on-campus and offserve the needs of more than 25,000 campus electronic communication.
students. Access in open labs can be Not all buildings .ind rooms at the
limited because there is one computer Ott iversity are wires) to the Internet or
for every 300 students. These com- equipped with e-mail. This inaccessi
puter labs are some of the only labs bility it, state -of-the art technology
that are open to any student regard- has been an obstacle to students as
less of major and don’t charge a fee well as staff and faculty because. they
for using the facility.
are essentially tut
"The university doesat
’nf
off from the rest of
enough
students
n’t offer
the campus and
to
access
unrestricted
must travel to dif
"The
studentsaid
Don
computers,"
ferent locations to
information
Zitter, chief
to-cornputer
search the Internet
officer. "And it’s only
e-mail.
as
worse
going to get
ratio (300-to - or get
"Our college has
more students start utilizlero access to eing technology on cam- 1) is too high
mail
and
the
pus."
Internet because
we
because
The scarcity of comthe phone system
puters has lead to frustra- have many
can’t
support
tion for many students.
modems. Because
students
They complain that they more
of this problem, the
frequently wait from five
utilization of labs is
than
minutes to 120 minutes
greatly limited,"
for an open terminal.
terminals"
Levinthal
said.
Although various stu"The college has
dents have found relief in
’mid $20,000 to redepartment labs, a majorMcDermand
wine the buildings
Bob
ity of them cannot enter
Head of Serials him more money is
the labs because access is
needed to complete
Clark Library die
SJSU
restricted. Only students
job."
in certain specified
Alan Freeman,
majors such as business
director of planand engineering are allowed to use ning. design, and construction said
these labs.
most of the current wiring or infra
Resources in college and depart- struc nue that supports computers
labs
Some
ment labs are not all equal.
and telecommunn its ins is 20 to SO
have more computers than others. years old. ’I lie administration has had
COMThe College of Business has 1.10
the university surveyed and identified
putcrs, but the department of library for what wiring needs to be updated
science has only 19 computers. ’Hie or replaced.
availability of resources varies also
(art Vigil. SISU director of combecause resources are not evenly dis- puting operations and support sertributed throughout the university.
vices, said the inequity in technology
"We built our student labs distribution stems from the fact that
through the grace of engineering," technology has evolved in a haphaz,
Levinthal said. "We cannibalized ard manner.
their (Personal Computers) XTs
I le added a few colleges, including
when they upgraded their facilities."
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Travel Programs
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the college of business, have gone out
on their own and tWen more successful than other colleges in partnering
with bight I cell companies ici lund
and wire their labs.
"SIM’ has Ileer hid a clear plan
for implementing ter. Imology." titter
said. "No strategrt goals have been set
defining how die torivcisity is ill use
technology to %typo’ I students. stall
and faculty."
Keeping up or surpassing other
universities in the race to obtain the
latest technology will be by no means
an easy task for SJSU. The campus
presently lags behind many other universities, including (’alilrimia State
University, Long lie.nIi and San
Franc 1st, State t 111VelslIs.
Ibis’ student docomputer ratio
(300 -to-1) is too high because we
have many more students than terminals," said Bob Ms I )e’rniand, head of
the serials &rill [MTH at Clark
Library.
( :al State Long Beach has one
computer for every 60 students and
SFSU one computer for every 78 students. In addition, one of SESU’s
computer labs is opelt 24 hours.
"I had a lot more access to
terminals at other universities i hiatt I
do bete," said Rarity Smart, a student
whirr uses the WSII lab about twice a
week.
To increase SIM ’’s ompetitive
edge in the struggle tor resources with
other educational inslitutionS, Ulmer

- %.40r
op-

On 4th and San Fernando Street
(only 1 minute walk from San Jose Stale)
Open 10:00 a.m, to lo:oo r rn. daily
78 South 4th Street. San Jose. Phone 287-0200

119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472
suabroad@syr.edu
http://sumweb.syr.ecluidipa
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SPORTS

UPCOMING EVENTS

TODAY
Softball v Colorado State
2 pm Twin Creeks
Baseball v USF
Spartan Classic
3 30 p m Municipal Stadium
Women s golf
SJSU Spartan Invitational
Fort Ord
Men’s gymnastics at Cal

SATURDAY
Men’s tennis v SMU
11 a m , Spartan Courts
Women’s gymnastics
v. CSU Sacramento & UCSB
7.30 p.m., Spartan Gym
Baseball v Santa Clara
12 p.m , Municipal Stadium
v Lewis & Clark
7 p.m., Municipal Stadium
Women’s golf
SJSU Spartan Invitational
Fort Ord

SUNDAY

University

State

Jose

SPARTAN DAILY

Fresno State
investigated
(API

FRESNO

Rumors

Magarian said his detectives became

of

ing points this season have prompted

aware of the allegations while working on another case and turned their

college and law enforcement authorities to investigate, .11.he Fresno Bee

information over to the FBI.
The Bee published an analysis that

reported Thursday.

shows the Bulldogs (20-10 in the regular season) beat the spread just seven

Fresno State basketball players shav-

Coach Jerry Tarkanian said the
rumors have focused on point guard
I lowever,

Young

Dominick

Tarkanian said he was sure Young
and other players have not shaved
points.
said he iriver has heir
You
asked to keep a winning s«rre under
the point spread. Point shaving by a
college athlete is a federal c rime.
"I’ve never even heard anything

times in

30

games.

Three of those seven were the final
victories Fresno State needed to win
the Pacific Division championship of
the Western Athletic Conference.

28

Young scored

points in one of

those games.
The rumors began spreading after
a home victory over Wyoming on
Feb. 70 when a 19-point Bulldog lead

about it until coach calne tip to me,"
Young told the Bee. "That’s ridiculous. I don’t even understand how a

evaporated to seven points in the final

rumor like that gets started."
Fresno State president Jon Welty

three

told the newspaper

Spartan Classic
consolidation game
12 p.m., Municipal Stadium
championship game
3:30 p m., Municipal Stadium
Women’s golf
SJSU Spartan Invitational
Ford Ord

San

investigating the
contact with the

the university

rumors and

WAG

and

is
in

is

NCAA.

to track down

"We’re it

3 1/2 minutes. Young, who makes 77
percent of his free throws, missed
of four during that stretch,
including one that missed the rim.
Fresno State was favored by 10 points
and won by eight.
Tarkanian, who was investigated
several

tunes

by

the

NCAA

over

the rumor or rumors, consulting with
the WAG and NCAA during the

recruiting s ’orations when he coached

process," Welty said. "If we S1/11SLO1liate anything, we will act swiftly and

told

F/T1

forthrightly.

AbS01111ely not going

to tolerate that sort of behavior."
Besides the university s insei
airs,

bresno

County

LIMN, said ,1 friend from I.as Vegas
of point -shaving
the

rumors
game.

Wyoming

The coach said he confronted Young
and

ga-

him

surrounding
reviewed

the game

film,

and

Young denied shaving points.

sherof

SJSU to host baseball tourney
By Larry Ilernandez
Spartan !tatty Staff Writer
.1

lie SIM I baseball

5) will

team (5-1, 16its winning

irv to

ways this wi (ken,’ in the 10111 annual
Spartan i l.sssis beginning Friday at

S.III

NI mils mai Stadium.
I liourli the 1/4,partatte will
111s,

Having

any

Western

not be

Athletic

the tournament,
they will take thew ),sino, seriously.

I mil, fens u. frame in
here is

The Spartan ( :Lissy was revived in
and has been held annually

to the tournament. Santa C.lara has

year since. l’he format for the
Spartan Classic is .1round-robin tour-

years," Piraro sriid. "There’s going to

1990
every

lot of pride involved

liet Anse il is the Spartan

lassic and

bei.nise its on iiiit own field," said
SIM, 11,1,1,111 mm li Sani Piraro. "We
Isis k at this tournament as a prelude
to the WA( ; or even the N( :AA tour-

nament played slyer two clays. .1 opleheaders Are cli1Cd1111.11 to make sure

been involved firiir out of the past five
Ire (bur outstanding teams out there."
Although the Spartan Classic
always has a local flavor, there have

that all the teams play an least one
game against each other

been several good baseball programs

robin records will dictate standings
and determine which teams will play

in die tournament.

the

in

game

championship

on

Sunday.
The Spartans have won three tour
naments its the history of the classy

1990 ’92.
SIM) designed the mm11.1111(111
shows ,the

Bay

local

tollege

baseball

from outside the Bay Area to conipete
Among

is

the

colleges

that

have

competed are Arkansas, who took the
championship in 1996 and Oregon
State, who won it in 1993. This year
Lewis and
lie

lot

:lark State out of Idaho,

reigning

National

c ’tampions

ol

the

Association

rd

a

local flavor

"I ewis and Clark is an outstanding !rase cill program, some say they
are the favorite to win the 1011M1-

this
summer,
study
abroad
without
leaving the
luding
country

I1tsvii it

6

week,. (, ,reehts, about
tuition,
room 6- board. bookr,
and airfare.

University of Hawai‘i at Manoa, Summer Session
fat 5 ampiete taktnation. atom t Ir,
WWW.S ttttt mer.hawai Leti u
or

all toll

1(800)HW-662H

PHOTO BY DREW NIELSEN
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Junior Monica Stratton hits a drive at the tenth tee at Fort Ord’s Bayonet Golf Course Tuesday. The Spartans will host
their only home tournament of the season at the Bayonet Course this weekend.

Intercollegiate Athletics, will take part
in the c laws

Area fans.

"We’ve tried to keep

1

Mem.’

sAid

Pomo feels this will be a very tom
pet ince tournament, bin he likes the
spartatis’ c fiances.
-We have our work i tit out for
us," said Parini. "I think it will be a
Ing draw if we play Santa I Lira (last
year’s winner) for the s hampionship.
I lists our goal."

Spartans tee off
ii

SJSU hosts
tournament
at Fort Ord
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SAL & LUIGI’S
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L ASAGNA ONOCCHI MINESTRONE
SAUSAGE. RAVIOLIMEATBALLS
BEER & WINE / FOOD TAKE OUT
IIOURS: TUES-THURS 11AM - 11PM
FRIDAY 11AM - MIDNIGHT
SATURDAY 12- MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY 4- 10PM
CLOSED MONDAY
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Open to Undergraduate & Graduate Students

Contact your department or dean’s office for an application.
The deadline is

Alm=
set.
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Other former Spartans as toe on

Now Seeking Applicants for the

You Must Have:
43.5 Overall GPA in Major .3.0 Overall GPA (regardless of where the units were
acquired).3.0 Overall GPA at SJSU Involvement in community service
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GRAYSTONE Child Development
PRIMARY PLUS
makes no clam for predicts or Ctr. looking for teacher qualified
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
genies* advertised below nor Is person to work part-time from
Teachers/Ades FT; FT.
there sew guarantee knelled. The 1:30 6:00 pm. Must have at
ECE or Experience Preferred.
clealfied cokanns of the Spartan least 12 ECE units. Located in
EOE. Call 3760357.
DaNy desist of paid adverting Almaden Valley area. Otter great
and offering" are not approved or benefits. Contact Michelle at LOOKING FOR A FLEXIBLE
wiled by the newspaper.
408697-1980.
Schedule? Enjoy working with
young children? The Apple Child
MANAGER TRAINEES
Care Center, a corporate sponsored,
No experience necessary. Will accredited, high-quality center is
EMPLOYMENT
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo looking for substitutes. You
CHILI’S BAR & GRILL in search base+com. Cora seeks energetic dictate the schedule and number
of Foodservers and Hosts with people for management. Start of hours a week. $7.00-$9.00/hr
restaurant experience. Friendly. now. 6291241.
based on education & experience.
team oriented people apply in
Some prior exp. and ECE units
person Monday through Thursday,
$ EARN EXTRA CASH
prefered. We’re a great place to
between 2pm-4pm. 2980 Stevens
up to $120/week!
learn and grow! Call 8626170.
Creek Blvd. San Jose. No Calls.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 1934 years old.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Receptionist, Office Clerk
weekends and holidays. 9-6pm. Contact California Cryobank
Sales. Customer Support
Technician, Testing Optr.
Good communication skills a 415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
must. 56.75/hr. Guardian Health
Warehouse Clerk
YMCA SUMMER MY CAMP MEI Call 406/9424966 at
Group. 9986447.
If you like the outdoors, like Fax to 408/94243260
POSITION AVAILABLE HIP working with children & teens, & Electronix Staffing Services,E0E
Downtown Coffee House. Exp. only. have special skills in camping, 1778 Clear Lake Ave. Milpitas
AR* n ;mon from 124. 371 S. 1st. games, crafts, sports or drama, Hwy 680 exit Landess Ave. turn
consider a Simmer Job at the YMCA left at Clear Lake Ave.
Positions Available:
SECURITY
F/T & P/T -Will Train
DIRECTORS
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
Day, Swing & Grave Shifts
Permanent & Short Term jobs
LEADERS
Great for Students!
ABCOM Private Security
Please call your local Y for more Serving Downtown Sardose.
408-247-4827
Inner City Express.
detailed information En application.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Ceneal YWCA - 298.1717
(San Jose & Santa Clara)
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
*Southwest YMCA- 3701877
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
LOOKING FOR WORK???
Hundreds of job listings
(Los Gatos. Saratoga)
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
available in the
Northwest YMCA 257-7160
avail, flex hours. $7.50-$8.00/hr.
CAREER CENTER’S JOB BANK.
to start. Must be 18+ yrs. Ask for (Cupertino, Santa Ckra, Sunnyvale)
Wendy or Julia: 7339446.
*Sour Valle), YMCA - 2269622
Visit us in BC 13 to get access.
(South San lose)
RECEPTIONIST NEDED. Phone Nilpier/Berhessa WCA -9450019 TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
lic. dropin play center for 2-12 yr
(Milpitas)
exIdellehee a must. Organized.
ML Merhare YMCA -7790209
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
Polite. Customer Orientated. M.F.
(Morgan Hal
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
Call A.M.C.S. re. 1-800-2624044.
enwonment. Benefits avail. Apply in
TEEN LEADERSHIP PROGRAM SANDWICH MAKERS $7.00 HR. person at KldsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall. 281-8880
Coadhator. Peril ime, 60-63 his/mo. Mon. thu Fri. 10am-2pm. Sourdough
5440 Thornwood Dr., Si
Eatery. 848 N. First. St. SanJose.
Must have car & insurance.
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
$8- $10/1T. E.O.E.
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
PART TIME DATA ENTRY, FIUNG
971-6000
At the HUB. 510-7979997
4-6 hours/day. Fax resume to:
39102 argonaut Way, Fremont
Carla 956-8044
DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
NEW Westgate Mall
Earn $6/hr plus 510/hr in tips.
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
CLUCK Ut NOW HIRING!
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students! Restaurant Employees/ All shifts
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
Delivery Drivers - Clean DMV.
Need own car.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Good 5$.
Call Dine IN 8. 9993463 now.
Great for Students.
2603 The Alameda, Santa Clara.
EU THOMAS FORMALWEAR
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Apply in Person Or
Formalwear Rental Associate
Top
Pay
with Many Benefrts!
2412582.
Contact Jamie
F/T and P/T positions available.
Call or ace9 in penal. Mon-Sun 7-7.
Excellent opportunity offering a YMCA NOW HIRING DIRECTORS 409286-5880. 555DX/en:Ian five.
flexible work schedule, Must be and TEACHERS for school -age Between Sir Carlos and Penned.
customer and detail oriented. and preschool child care. Full
tehrid the Cad and Party Store, Si.
For immediate consideration call Time & Part Time. 6- 15 ECE or
For
more
info:
(406)247-1024.
related units.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate ASIan
M/F/EOE
cal Wiry 0 298-3888.
Town & Country Village. S.J.
couples need your help to conceive.
CRUISE &LANDIOUR Employment Can you help? Ages 21-29,
GENERAL HELP, Mull Mattress Want to travel to Mexico. Hawaii. non-smoker, healthy & responsible.
Store near SJSU. Informal atmos- Caribbean while earning a living? $3,000 stipend at expenses psi.
phere, jean OK. FT/PT flexible Call: 206-971-3554 ext C60419. Other ertniates also needed. Pease
hours. Will train. Ed 885-0698.
(We are a research & publishing call WWFC 1-5168269495.
company).
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
TUTOR, COA1P1TER. MAC format.
kn dose to SJSU & have cren equip CLERK $ TYPIST POSITIONS Teach basic conversational English
meet. Thank you. Bob 9E144086.
S.1 law firm benefits/parking. abroad Get the mitt edge fa fncirg
Windows/WP6.1/ Typing Exp. pref. work in Japan. Taiwan, & S. Korea.
Hardworking, Team Player a must. For information: 1-206-971-3570
PEET’S COFFEE a TEA
Fax resume: J. DeLange 2956799. ext. J60417. (We area research &
New 13 Paseo Store
publishing company)
Oa LosGatos store is interviewing
for morning retail sales positions HELP WANTED Men/Women
at our new store in El Paseo, earn $480 weekly assembling TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
opening in March. Apply at 798-1 mutt boads/electionic compcnents sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos. at home. Expenence unnecessary, Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Benefits include medical, dental, will train. Immediate openings Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm Downtown
401(k), vision, vacation, discounts, your local area. Call 1 526680- near fightrail 4 blocks from SJSU.
Hourly $5 plus bonus. Media
sick. & promotional opportunities. 7891 ext 0198.
Promotions 494-0200.
We encourage applications from
ethnic
arid
races
ages,
people of all
backgrounds.
SUMMER STAFF NEEDED in the
Sierra Nevada Mtns: One hour
Northwest of Lake Tahoe in the
Lakes Basin Recreation Area.
Counselors, lifeguards, supervisors.
canoe instructors, cooks, health
supervisor and activity specialists.
Experience working with girls
necessary. Tent/Camp Food plus
salary. Call (702) 322-0642 for
an applcation.
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR, P/T
Elem. schools. Degree or credas
tial not required. Opportunity for
teaching experience now. Call At
408-287-4170 et 408. ECE/AAE
POSTAL JOBS
Up to 515.29/hr plus benefits
415-339.8377 2411s.

Certain advertisements In
them caddis mey refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or add,
for
additional Information.
Classified residers should be
reminded Met when milidrig
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods ar
In addition, readers should
cirerully irrostgate all *me
offering employment Nein.
arcoupons for discount
vaestIons or merclandl se.

TEACHERS/AIDES/Camp laid=
Elern sch. age recreation program.
P/T fern 26 pr MF Pring re sch
F/T during summer camp program.
Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
school eur? Call for summer employ
ife guards & camp leaders)
PART-TIME TELEMARKETING
position available. for Investment
Firm. Mon. -Fri. Flexible hours.
(Morning & Afternoon) $10.00 per
hr plus bonus’. Call 408/287-6670
for an interview.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed tithe immediate
area. FLO-time/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE,
Rec. Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
CALL: 408-379-3200 x21.
YOU NEED A JOB WITH A MUM]
We will train you for a full-time
position with our nation-wide firm.
We offer:
*Weekly Pay Incentives
*Monthly Bonuses
*Competitive Wages
’Group-rate Health Care
*Complete Management Training
You must be career minded.
(That’s All) Call 408.345-3936.

FOR

SERVICES

SHARED HOUSING

AUTO FOR SALE

LAUREL OFFICE SERVICES
Writing Editing Typing*
Speadshea&Detabase Design.
’Desktop Publishing
’Bookkeeping PC Support
$20/hr. 448-8119.

FURNISHED ROOM FOR RENT
in Attractive, newly-remodeled,
spacious, Tr -Level Townhome in
Santa Teresa foothills. Scenic Views,
Peaceful Surroundings. Guaranteed
Parking Clean, NeN, & in Impeccable
Corrition! Fully furnished bedroom On
3d level. Clubhouse, Pcol/Sce. Easy
access to 85 & 101. On $370/mow
utilities. Call Prgie at 408,9748898
or 408-224-2015 (leave message)
and wur call wit be retuned. Females
iron:in-smokers ally, please.

93 MAZDA MX6. Lo mi, 5 sp,
ruby red, pwr str, sun rf. sporty.
Asking $13,500/obo. 929-3062.

COMPUTERS ETC.
SHARP PC 3020 laptop includes:
the Etherlink, Modem Card, Color
Screen, Windows 95 and more.
A must see. Contact Colic 408.
322-5493 or 408-464-9619 msg.
REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICESII
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. #H
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ft: (800) 8065115
FAX: (415) 3061120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC Ilsi, ci, cx
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Pnnters
Dot Matrix Printers

WORD PROCESSING
PROFESSONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes. All formats
including APA. Fax available.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Almaden/Branham
area. Call Linda 408-264-4504,
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis. Resumes, Reports. etc.
20+ Years Experience
Medical/Legal Transcription
Services Available.
Reasonable Rates
CALL (408) 272-1552.

HEALTH & BEAUTY
SAMPLE A WILD FOOD FREE
Super Blue Green Algae
Reported Benefits include:
*Improved Concentration
Increased Energy
Weght Contfol
(408)737 2702
MEN& WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone Tomortow, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(4011) 379-31100.

Nnnonbit/ AGENcr RATES

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Bayv000d Ave. San Jose
247-7486

ANNOUNCEMENTS
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1 800 655-3225

CALL

408-924-3277
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After the lift, day. rate increases by 51 per day
First hne (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for 13 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70

10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lines: $110

Free
Days
$13
$14
$15
$18

Name

Please check

Address

one classification:

l-ity t Sue
Ph,*

Send check or money order lo:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose Slate Un wersrty
San Jose CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
II Deadline 1090 a m two weekdays before publication
II All ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecubve publicabons dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (406)924-3277

_Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
- Events’
Announcements’
_.1.041ind Fowl"
_Volurosers
_For Sale’
_Aidos For UN
_Computers Ete.’
Wanted’
__Employment
_OpporturAss

/

Rental Housrig
Shared Housing’
_Real Estate
_Services’
_HealthiBeauly
_Sports/Thnils’
_Insuranoe
_Entertainment’
_Tulorlor
_Word Processng
_Schoierships

available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed
in DB H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus Community.
Special student rates

TRAVEL

EUROPE $249
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
Within USA $79-$129.
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywhere! airhitchenetcom.com
levels welcome: Beginning,
WAV.isicom.friairtlitch/
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
415-834-9192 cst pending.
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
ROOM $290+ Util. In quiet home
Safe area. Unfurn bdrm. Share
TUTORING
bath. No smoke/drugs. For: quiet,
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
Confidential Spiritual Counseling responsible male student. Blossom
ENGLISH TUTOR
Hill/Camden. 408,7233060.
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Metaphysical, Astrological,
Creientialed H.S. Teacher.
Meditation Classes.
Call (408)978-8034.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
Call (408) 978-8034.
FOR RENT
BIUNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
DORM APT FOR 1 PERSON, no Math: Algebra - Geometry
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting. pets. 5700/mo+56C0 dep. Parkirg Statistics Trig - Calculus
Essays, letters, application 8, util. paid. 5th & Reed. 2597041 Physics: Mechanics- Electric
Chemistry: Organic - Inorganic
statements, proposals, reports.
etc. For more info, please call 2 DORM. APAIITMINT $900/MO. English: Speak- Read - Write
Spanish: Hablar Leer- Escribir
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554. Security type building
Call: Mike 408298-7576
VISA/MasterCard, FAX. Mail. Secure Parking
Email: mvera18288l8.aol.corn
Close In
WRITING ASSISTANCE any Modem Building
subject. Why suffer and get poor Laundry Room
grades when help is just a call Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
INSURANCE
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former (408) 295-6893.
AUTO INSURANCE
college teacher) assists with
Campus Insurance Service
research & writing. Tutorial also
Student Programs
Special
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
SPORTS/THRILLS
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Convenient Peninsula location.
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
"Good Rates for NonGood Divers"
There is nothing compared to
Samples & references available.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Chinese dg other languages
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
"Good Student" "Family Muthcar"
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
CALL TODAY 296-5270
For free tips, tools and ideas on
FREE QUOTE
how to improve your writing, SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
NO HASSLE
visit our user-friendly Website
NO OBLIGATION
1-510-834-7575.
at http://www.aci-plus.com
Also
open
Saturdays 9-2.
email:
acienetcom.com
Regular
Call for free phone consultation:
(415) 5254505...ask for Daniel.

LICICIUULIUILIULICKILIULILLIIJULILIUU1L11:LICIULIZI

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

924-3282

WMIIER

your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
tnirPI

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Three
Two
One
Day
Days
Days
3 lines
$5
$9
$7
4 lines
110
$8
ES
5 hnes
$9
$11
$7
$12
6 lines
ES
$10
$1 for each additional line

FAX:

WANTED: STUDENTS interested
in guaranteed paid flight and
leadership training. Must be
physically fit & itelligent. For
info call 1408-977-3791.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can make up to
$2,850/ mo. + benefits (room &
board/transportation). Call S.E.S.:
1-206 971-3514 ext. A60417. AFFORDABLES,EXPERIENCED
(We are a research & publishing Graduate Studies. Thesis, Term
company).
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Rewires Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Begin now. Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ Ks Exp.
For info call 301429-1326.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
PROfESSENAL WORD PROFTSSING,
247-2681. Sam-8pm.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer service representatives. Pr/Ft. Flex hrs. Salary
SUZANNE’S Word Processing
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
310-4894794 (Bus/Res/Meg)
@4044418(30(1
Word Processing & Editing
Bolt Acadernic/Bus. Work Accepted
Reports Theses MLA/fURN3
FUNDRAISING
Expert in APA Format
WP 5.1/6.0 Laser Printer
FAST FUNDRAISER- Raise $500
7 Days a Week 7:00am 9:00pm
in 5days Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
RELIABLE FAST ACCURATE.
Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy.
No Financial Obligation.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
1-806862-1982 ext. 33.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
FINANCIAL AID
and other services available on
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t either WordPerfect or Word.
limit your possibilities for financial Masterson’s Word Processing.
aid! Student Financial Service Cal Paul or Virginia 408-2510449.
profiles over 2006000+ individual
awards from private & public secDO YOU HATE TO TYPE??
tors. Call: 1606263-6495 ext. or NOT HAVE TIME TO TYPE? Term
F60418. ( We are a research 8, papers, thesis, resumes! group
publishing company)
projects, etc. Have a typewriter
to complete your applications for
med/law school, etc. Will transaibe
your taped interviews or research
TICKETS
notes. Fax machine. Notary Public.
WANTED4ICAA West Regional Call Anna at 9724992.
arch 20, 22, 1997 / San Jose
800585-8499 or 707 429-8459.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

924-3277

Daily
CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Paris subway
6 Used a loom
10 Monster
14 Land measures
15 Declare
emphatically
16 Mr. Donahue
17 Watch place
18 Floor covering
19 Body of water
20 Replace
22 Oater feature
23 Cake layer
24 Brighter
26 Commotion
29 Taxis
31 Take a chair
32 Brochure
34 Roosevelt’s
successor
38 Blend
39 Record a sound
track
41 Amiable
42 Diner, e g
45 Artificially high
voice
48 Retainer
49 Part of a book
jacket
50 Metal
51 Sweet pepper
55 Bait
57 Worship
58 Isabella ’s
husband
63 Mystery writer
John
Dickson 64 Curly hairdo
65 Diplomat
66 Friends’
pronoun
67 Written
reminder
68 Connected
rooms
69 - on
convinced

person

k

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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70 Streetcar: Brit.
71 Ocean motions
DOWN
1 Gullets
2 Beige
3 Voyage
4 Update (a
watch)
5 Big bird
6 Certain
sleeping spot
7 Roman poet
8 Field mice
9 Member of the
flock
10 Like some
moments
11 Spook
12 Wash oft
13 Church official
21 Make
waterproof
22 Couple
25 New Mexico
hrs
26 Cathedral

Underl F eattim ,,y1.,11.

,.,..

part
27 Computer
fodder
28 Leave out
30 Prepare a
turkey
33 Liked better
35 Baseball glove
36 Play opener
37 Gas for signs
40 Place to dance
43 Director Clair
44 Nevertheless
46 Praise
47 Liveliest
51 Agreements
52 Boise’s state
53 Gourmet
mushroom
54 Volunteer
56 Boredom
59 Columnist
Bombeck
60 Eager
bl Observe
62 Pigments
64 0 y
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Fencing
continued from page 1
rank of Maestro. It Dickerson passes,
she will be the first woman in the program’s 17-year history to attain to
that position.
"My mom used to watch Errol
Flynn movies when I was young and
that got me hooked," Dickerson said.
To anyone interested in learning
ro fence, Dickerson said, "It takes a
lot of time but I’ve had a lot of fun.
I’ve met a lot of interesting people.
I’ve been to Italy twice and I’ve
worked at the Renaissance Fair in
Novato teaching fencing."
Becoming is Maestro takes a lot of
work and dedication. Gaugler said it
takes at least lour years of training six
days a week to work through the
Instructor, Provost and Maestro
ranks.
Most people, however, take many
longer than that. To become a
Maestro, you must hold a bachelor’s

degree, and also write a thesis paper.
Only five Maestros have been cenilied in SJSU’s fencing program’s history.
Not all the fencers are as
advanced, however. Van Tat, 24,
senior in human performance, began
fencing in his senior year at Raoul
Wallenberg High School in San
Francisco.
"(Fencing is) something unique. I
never saw anything like it before,"
Tat said.
Tat continued studying fencing
when he attended San Francisco State
University but had to put aside his
foil for three years while serving in the
Navy.
After completing his active duty,
Tat came to SJSU to finish his degree.
While here, he enrolled in Gauglees
fencing class. This semester is his second in the program.
"I’ve learned a lot of things from
(Gaugler)," Tat said.
a

Doerr

Choraliers

And -coming

continued from page 1

Above: The SJSU
Choraliers take a
break from their
rehearsal to ask
questions about a
particular mea
sure in a song
they will perform
in Sunday’s con
cert.

’
Man h
p.m At the Mission
()lined Methodist Chlirsli in
When the two ring’s met in
there was a lot tit n11111131 admi
r.ition so vet. Invited dient het,. lo 10e1
train,- hilly Ford. .14 tin (lire( tor i it
i.horal iitivines, said -This ion, eit
isill rim the
gamut, everything
from spiritual no Funny to scrums 1,,
entertaining.
Anil .111 it hose things will be
dom. in a vAri,lv it longues AS Well, AS
flit. ( hordirts p, than, songs in Ian
guages that im hide Russian, Alm an,
ernian and drench.
"We work very hard to 1te
cd in (lit lion. We even bring, in native
speakers when se need to,- bold said
All ot those languages
only
10 handy considering the romp 11.1s
ek abroad to in, 11 plait, as 1 stoma,
Whales, Austria .ifid !Slink!, for ion,
1,elitions, All 1,1 .1, es 11111 11.1 5 1. won
vArions prestigious lion is
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Ineinchis die Ss hold so thee give no,
funding ;shell 11 Is possible \X’t Also
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’minded modest ellorts like selling
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r’itl,ulu114,11%
liLt III11M1111111 1e111 i t.11411N .11 114,11

Right: After a
sour note,
Choraliers direc
for Julie Ford,
reacts to the
choir’s performance during
practice. The
SJSU Choraliers
will perform at the
Mission City
United Methodist
Church in Santa
Clara Sunday at
7:30 p.m.
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DONA NICHOLS
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BAY MEADOWS

Featuring Live
Thoroughbred Racing
$1 Beers $1 Sodas
$1 Hot Dogs $1 Admission

111VtNI
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Free Grandstand Admission
I It
with yaw t.i.

EL CAMINO REAL DERBY
Saturday, Match 8
Free Racing f-Shirt
(l111,

10.1

paid admission while supplies last

WED,THURS,SAT,SUN
Rb Ireradm/s

POST TIMES
12:4’0t1 FRIDAY NIGHT - 6:45pm
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CHINESE CUISINE -FOOD TO GO

*Mandarin C, Schechuan Lunch and Dinner
Bom Lunches to Go
.Catering Available
I
I
titi3 i 147
10 131 [.Jackson Street It

FOOD SERVERS
You can earn u to $500 er week!
(total salary & tips)

Full & Part Time. Days & Eves Flexible Work
Schedules. Top Company Benefits Great Work Environment
APPLY IN PERSON
1111114
4:7 Mon Fri 9am 6pm & Sat 9am Noon at.
110 Ranch Drive
ea (237 & 880) in the McCarthy Ranch
Shopping (enter
Iiii

’I Register Call

415-321-3696
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I horsday
Iliere IN no universally accepted
definition iuf obesity I his study used

change in behavior is the only option
we have at this point.Washington nutritionist Lynn
Fischer, who has written six books on
fat -free cooking, said it may take
something more severe: a heart
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Hurry in, and
join our opening team!
POSITIONS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE
IN ALL OTHER AREAS:
-Cooks -Bussers -Dishwashers
-Bakers -Host Staff -Opera Singers
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in kilograms divided by height in
meters squared. A 5-foot-6 woman at
167 pounds has a BMI of 27.
Men with a BMI of 27.8 or above
are considered overweight. For
women, it’s a BMI of 27.3 or above,
the CDC said. A study presented in
October at the North American
Association for the Study of Obesity
used a BMI of 25 as overweight.
In July, the Surgeon General’s
Report on Physical Activity and
Health recommended at least a halfhour of moderate exercise a day, such
walking or even pushing a stroller.
"For all the health clubs there are,
how hard is it to find die stairs?"
asked Trojan. "We have removed a
lot of activity from our daily lives. A
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weight to height. BM 1 is body weight
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or

is an illnessnot a weakness.
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Course pates

For All the talk

about exercise and eating right,
Americans are fatter now than at any
other time since die government
began keeping track in the 1960s.
And here’s one reason: Life is getting
too soft,
"You don’t even have to lift your
own garage door anymore," said
Richard Troiano, an epidemiologist
with die Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention. "You push a button.
have been a lot of conveniences
that essentially eliminate activity."
’Chic National I fealth and
Nutrition Examination Survey of
22,388 people, conducted from 1988
to 1994, found that more than onethird of adults, 12 percent of teenage’’, And 14 percent of children are
overweight the highest pen entages
king obesin, restart hers
si
nil the 19(,1)s, ’Erman said

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between 3rd and 4th Street
OPEN DOILY
11:3O-9:1111 pm
294-3303
998-9427
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30-hour Courses: $370
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Americans are getting fatter
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Corporation, and Andy Grove, president and CEO of Intel Corp.
SJSU staff and students who
attended the event said they were
privileged to have Doerr speak.
"Students don’t get an opportunity to sees person at the level of Gates
and Groves speaking at a university
like SJSU," Madhavi Reddy, SJSU
senior and marketing major said.
"Just hearing from him and thinking
of what he’s going to say is great."
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FRIDAY’S ALIVE

continued from page 1
of achievements, l)oerr holds patents
for some computer memory devices
which he invented as a design engineer. Doerr and his firm have set
aside a $100-million Java fund for
bust nesses. Within
up
I ie little span of 17 years, Doerr’s
career has sky-rocketed, including
him in tlie ranks of such multimedia
top-hitters like Bill Gates, the chairman and GEO of Microsoft
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